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This paper continues the study of the inverse balayage problem for Markov chains. Let X be a 
Markov chain with state spade A u Bz, let Y be a probability measure on B2 and let M(v) consist of 
probability measures + on A whose X-balayage onto B2 is Y. The faces of the compact, convex set 
M(v) are characterized. For fixed ~1 EM(V) the set M(P, V) of measures 9 of the form q( * ) = 
P”{X(S)E * }, wbcre S is a randomized stopping time, is analyzed in detail. In particuiar, its 
extreme points and edges are explicitly identified. A naturally defined reversed chain X, for which Y 
is an inverse balayage of II, is introduced and the relation between X and 2 is studied. The question 
of which q E M(g, V) admit a natural stopping time S, of X (not involving an independent 
randomization) such that V( * ) = P”{X(S,,) E v}, is :jhc>wn to have rather different answers in 
discrete and continuous time. Illustrative examples are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A and Bz be disjoint finite sets and let E = A u BZ, The support of a measure q 
on E is 
suppq={&E:q(i)>O}, 
and we say that q is supported by C c E (or that C supports 77) if supp q is a subset of 
c. 
Let X = (X,),li0 be a Markov chain with state space E and transition matrix P. We 
assume throughout that 
* For Part I see Stochastic Processes Appl. 7(2) (1978) 165-178. 
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(a) all states in & are absorbing; 
(b) for each i E A, 
P’{T < 00) = 1, 
where T = inf{n 2 1: X, E B2} is the first hitting time of &. 
Given a probability measure v supported by &, the authors study in [4] the 
compact, convex set 
M(v)={/L: p(A)= l,~(&)=O, z+)=P“(X+ .}} (I) 
of probability measures p on A for which v is the P-first hitting distribution of the 
‘boundary” &. In potential-theoretic language, if ~1 E M(v), then u is the baluylrge 
of ,!L onto B2 and p is an inverse baluyage of Y. The purpose of this paper is to preseut 
further results concerning the set M(V), i.e., to further study the inverse balayage 
problem. 
In [4] the extreme points of M(v) and potential-theoretic aspects of the structure 
of M(v) were emphasized, the latter described using a partial ordering induced on 
M(V) by the superharmonic functions of X. Specifically, if Y denotes the set of finite 
superharmonic functions, then the order relationship p 3 q is defined by 
for all f E Y, where (CL, f) = C p (i)f(i) is the integral off with respect o the measure CL. 
The set 2’ of harmonic functions for X is contained in Y and in [4] the following 
result was obtained. 
Proposition 1. With ufixed, a probability measure q on A belongs to M(V) if and only 
if 
(r), hj = iv, h) 
for call h E %‘. 
That is, v and the harmonic functions specify M(v), while the superharmonic 
functions define additional structure. The probabilistic akpect of that structure 
depends on the following result of Rost [9]. 
Tbeowm 1. For CL, q E M(V) the following are equivalent: 
(a) flare; 
(b) there exists a (possibly randomized) stopping time S of X such that q( * ) = 
P’{X(S) E * }. 
For applications it may be useful to consider the set of measures in M(v) that are 
led to by some fixed F E M(v) in the sense of Theorem 1. Accordingly, in Section 2 of 
this palper we discuss the structure of subsets of M(V) of the form 
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where v and p E M’(V) are fixed. Our main results characterize xtreme points and 
edges of M(I,L, Y) and demonstrate that the convexity structure of M(p, V) is 
intimately related to the partial ordering. These results apply to M(Y) itself whenever 
p is the unique maximal measure in M(v) with respect o 3. 
As the inverse balayage problem is treated in [4] and Section 2, the chain X flows 
from the support of F to that of V. In Section 3 we show how a naturally defined 
reversed process J%? flows from supp Y to supp ~1 in such a marmer that 4 is a 
balayage of Y relative to k We also show that la&exit distributions for X(R) are the 
same as first entry distributions for R(X). 
Section 4 contains examples illustrating the problems discussed here and also a 
brief discussion of the randomization that may be necessary to construct stopping 
times in the context of Theorem 1 of this paper. Specifically, we show that in discrete 
time, some randomization is unavoidable, except in degenerate cases. For continu- 
ous time processes-to which all our results are applicable by considering the 
embedded Markov chain-the situation is different: the stopping time ,(’ of Theorem 
1 can always be taken to be natural. 
For simplicity we introduce the following notation: if A is a probability on E, let 
DA =inf{naO:X,,Esupph} (31 
and 
rA =inf{nal:XnEsupph} (4) 
be, respectively, the first entry time and first hitting time of the support of h, As usual, 
inf 8 = + ao. We abuse the notation, to maintain consistency with [4], by writing T for 
7’“. The remainder of our nota.tion and terminology is that of [l]. Note that if 
U = C P” is the potential matrix of X, then for 7 E M(V) and i E I?2 
v(j) = P”{X, = j} = C qU(i)P(i, j). (5) 
icA 
Finally, the reader will find in [4] motivation for the inverse balayage problem and 
in [S] a treatment of the ana1ogou.s problem for Brownian motion. To read this paper, 
the reader needs from [4] primarily the ‘inverse problem’ point of view, although 
knowledge of the results and examples in [4] would be quite helpful. 
2. The structure of M(v) and M(p, v) 
In [4, Theorem 21 extreme points of M(v) are characterized as uniquely deber- 
mined by their supports. An analogous result applies to other faces of M(V), which 
we show after recalling some terminology. A compact, convex subset F of a ~orn~a~t, 
convex set K is a face of # if whenever x E F, y and z E K, t E (0,l) and K = 
ty + (1 - t)z, then necessarily y, z E R (For details t 
this context, x E K is extreme if and only if {xi is a face.. 
are adjucent if the line segment joining them is a face, which is then called an edge of 
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K. Further, a face F of M is the closed, convex hull of the set of extreme points of K 
thiat belong to F, i.e., all extreme points of F are also extreme points of K. 
Now let ZJ be a fixed probability on &. Given AI, . . . , A, E M(v), denote by 
C(A r, . . . , A,) the (closed) convex hull of {AI, . . . , A.,}. We may then characterize 
faces of M(V) in the following manner; for one-point faces this result yields the 
characterization of extreme points in [4, Theorem 21. 
Proposition 2. Let A 1, . . , , A,, be extreme points of M(u). Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) C(A,!, . . . , A,) is a face of M(v); 
(b) there exists no other extreme point A * of M(v) such thhqt supp A * c fi supp Ai. 
i=l 
Proof. That (b) implies (a) is obvious. To prove the converse, assume that (b) fails, set 
Ao = n-l ‘%, Ai 
and choose t E (0,l) sufficiently small that 
~=(l-t)-‘(ho-tA*) 
is nonnegative. Then p E M(Y) by Proposition 1, which, together with the relation 
Ao=(l-t)p+tA*, 
implies that C(Ar, . . . , A,) is not a face. 
Theorem 4 of [4] provides probabilistic characterizations of elements and extreme 
points of M(v) when M(V) contains a unique maximal measure (for a). For fixed 
cd, EM(v), rather analogous results hold for the compact, convex set 
M(Cc,Y)={rlEM(V):~~~773}, 
on which the remainder of this section concentrates. First, we have the fohowing 
characterization of extreme points. 
Theorem 2!. For each q E M(p, v) the following are equivalent: 
(a) n is an extreme point of M(p, u); 
(b) n( * ) = P”{X(D,) E . }, where D, is defined by (3). 
Proof. (a) 3 (b). Suplpose (b) fails. Since p > 7, Theorem 1 implies existence of a 
stopping time S (possibly randomized) such that q( .) = P“{X(S)E *}. Since 
P{D, c S) = 1, the optional sampling theorem for supermartingales [8] .gives 
cc 3 A 2 7, where A (- ) = P”{X(D,) E a ). Moreover, supp A c supp q, so we can 
choose t E (0,l) such thai 
p =(l-t)-‘(q-th) (6) 
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is nonnegative and hence in n/I(v) by Proposit& 1. For f~ .Y, 
(p, f) = (1 - tmla, f) - HA, f)l s h f) s (A, f), 
which shows that p E M(p, v). But then (6) implies that Ei = tA + (1 - t)p, so that q is 
not extreme. 
(b) +(a). Assume that q satisfies (b) and that TJ = !ql. +(l- t)qz with ql, q2~ 
M(p, V) and t E (0,l). Theorem 1 gives stopping times Si such that qi( l j = 
P”{X(Si) E * }, i = 1,2, which also satisfy P”{D, s Si} = 1. Hence for f~ Y 
by the optional salmpling theorem. This forces 
(Vi9 f) = (?I, f) 
for all f E 9, which1 in turn implies that vi = 7, since 2 is antisymmetric. 
Theorem 2 implies that p is an extreme point of j%4(~, Y) and also the unique 
maximal measure in MI,JIL, V) relative to the partial ordering Z= , which explains the 
similarity between Tneorem 2 and [4, Theorem 43. We observe next that M(y, V) 
also contains a unilque minimal measure having support ‘nearest’ the boundary &. 
Let 
Al ={iEA: P(i, &)>O} 
be the set of states in A from which the boundary Bz can be reached in one step. The 
Markov chain X must pass through Aa on its way to &. We then have the following 
result, which may be compared to [4, Theorem 31; the latter gives a sufficient 
condition for M(v) to have a unique minimal measure. Proposition 3 also asserts that 
whenever M(v) has a unique maximal measure, it has a unique minimal measure. 
Proposition 3. Let D* be the first entry time of AI. Then the extreme point 
is the unique element of M(:!, v) supported by AI. Furthermore, q--) p fw all Q E 
M(@L, VI. 
Proof. Let A be an extreme point of M(p, v) supported by AI. By Theorem 2, the 
definition of p, the relation P”(D, 2 DI} = 1, and the fact that D, is a terminal time, 
h(.)=P“{X(D& *}=PP{X(D& -}. 
In particular, P”(D, c T} = 1. For i E supp p, the definition of A 1 implies that 
Pi{ T = 1) > 0 and hence that P’{DA = 0) > 0. But DA is a natural stopping time of X, 
so the last statement forces Pi{Dh = 0) = 1. Therefore A = p, which proves the 
assertion. 
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If q E M(p, Y), then P”{Dl< 00) = 1 by the definition of A1 and 
*,( .) =p{x(Dl)fs 4 
defines an element of M(p, v), supported by AI, with 9 2 A,,. Therefore A, = p and 
q 3P. 
We have observed1 that an extreme point of M(V) is uniquely determined by its 
support in the sense that its support supports no other element of M(V). No 
analogous characterization holds for M(p, Y), as the following example demon- 
strates. 
Example 1. Let X be a homogeneous, symmetric, two-dimensional random walk 
and let A be the points in [-5,5] X [-5,5] with integer coordinates. Assume that 
p = E(~,~) and that Y is the resulting exit distribution. Let C1 be the ‘rectangle’ with 
corners ( - 3, - 3), (- 3,3), (3,3) and (3, - 3), but excluding the corners themselves, 
and let Cr = C1 u {( 1, - 1)). Then ql and 712 given by 
71i(‘)=PCL{X(DCi)E ‘1 
are extreme points of M(p, V) with supports C1 and C2, respectively, and C1 c C2 
strictly. 
Note, however, that when p is the unique maximal measure in M(v), we have 
M(N, V) = M(V) by [4, Theorem 41, and the phenomenon of the example cannot 
occur. Therefore if X, A, v and maximal p E M(V) allow construction of an anal- 
ogous example, then p is not the unique maximal measure in M(V). This gives a 
general way of demonstrating nonuniqueness of maximal measures; see also [4, 
Example 41. 
In the example above, P (l*-l’{D~, < co} = l., which is a special case of the following 
result. 
Proposition 4. Let A, 7 be extreme points c:f M(p, v) such that supp 7 is strictly 
contained in supp A. Then for i E supp A -supp q, 
P’{T,<00}= 1. 
Proof. If (7) fails there is a path i = io, . . . , i n E B2 that X can transverse with positive 
probability and such that ik F supp 7 for 0 s it s n. If i E supp CL, this gives P{D, C 
a} < 1, contradicting extremality of 7. On the other hand, if ig supp p there is a path 
j0, . . . , jm = i with positive probability and such that j0 E supp lb, while jk~t supp A for 
1 d k s m - 1. This gives P${D, < 00) < 1 as.d produces the same contradiction as 
above. 
Of course, if A, 7 are extreme points of M(p, Y) with supp A = supp q, then 7 = A 
by Theorem 2. 
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Proposition 2 characterized faces of M(v) without reference to the partial ordering 
2. The facial structure of M(p, v), however, is intimately reiated to the ordering, as 
Proposition 5 and Theorem 3 demonstrate, the latter particularly vividly. To obtain 
these results, we first estabhsh a preliminary fact. 
Lemma 1. Letql, . . . , qk be extreme points of M(p, v) and let G = U: supp vi. If the 
convex hull C(ql,. . . 9 qk) is a face of M(p, v), then for some j E { 1, . . . , k}, 
Q( ‘) = P”{X(D& E - ). (8) 
Proof. Suppose (8) fails for all j. Let 
p( .) = P’(X(&) E *} 
and let 
Choose t E (0,l) such that a = (1 - t)-‘(A - tp) is nonnegative. As before, u E M(v), 
and since p ah we htive for f E Y 
(a, f) = (1 -- tF’[(A, f) - t(p, fw (P, f) SS (CL, f), 
sothatuEM(~,v).Butthenh=fp+(1-t)a,arldC(771,...,rlk)cannotbeafaceof 
M(fi9 4. 
We can now characterize the faces of M(c, u). As a simplification we make the 
necessary condition of Lemma 1 an underlying assumption. 
Proposition 5. Let qo, . . . , qk be extreme points of M(g, v) and suppose that 
rlo( - I= ~wm) E ’ I, 
where G = Uf=, supp qi. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Cb10, . . . , qk) is a face of M(p, 4; 
(b) wheneverp E M(p, 11) is supported by G, TJ E C(q0, . . . , qk) and p 2 17, then for 
every representation 
of p as a convex combination of extreme points of M(p, v), or:e nec*essarily has 
Ai E C(q0,. . . , qk) for all j. 
Proof. (a) =$(b). Suppose that p E M(p, v) and 
rl = j. Sirli 
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satisfy the hypothesis of (b). To prove that each Aj E C(qo, . . . , qk) IC suffices, when 
(a) holds, to prove that p E C(.rtO, . . . , qd. Let 
for t E (0, 1) and sufficiently small, 
a; = (1- t)-yT-- tp) (10) 
will be nonnegative. We shall show that ~0 2 a, for t small enough, but still positive, 
which for such t gives 7 = tp + (1 - t)ct and implies that p E C(qO, . . . , qk). For fc 9, 
~[l-t-(k + l)-'J(.rlO,f)-(k+l)-' ii1 <%f) 
+t i Si(lli9fJ+r(l- 2 s,)(tlO9fl 
i=l i=l 
where ,the inequality holds because p Z= rG. Since qo 3 vi for i = 1, . . . , ;:. the last 
expression is nonnegative once t 9 5:’ (k + l)-’ for i = 1, . . . , k. 
(b) =3 (a). If (a) fails there is p E C(vo, . . . , vk) admitting a representation (9) with 
at least one Aj distinct from all the vi. Since p ap trivially, (b) then also fails. 
Remark 1. If we define K(qo, . . . , rlk) as the set of p E M(p, V) such that p(G) = 1 
and pak for some h EC(~~, . . , , qk)* then obviously C(qo,. . ., qtk)c 
wrlo, . - -, qk). Proposition 5 asserts that if C(qo, . . . , vk) is a face these two sets are 
identical; in particular, K(qOlr . _. , qL) is then also a face, If we weakened (b) by 
requiring only that the Aj in (9) be in K(qo:, . . . , qk), we would simply be asserting 
that K(vJ~,. . . , qk) is a face. This does not, though, imply that C(qo, . . . , qk) is a 
face, as call be seen from Example 4 below. 
To conclude this section we restrict our attention to edges and obtain a natural, 
geometric criterion for adjacency of two extreme points. As before, we incorporate 
the conclusion of Lemma 1 into the hypotheses. 
Tlheoriem 3. Let qo, rll be distinct extreme ,coints of M(p, V) such thai 
70 = fYX(&) E ’ 1, 
where G = (supp qoj u (supp ql). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) 70 and q1 are adjacent; 
(11) 
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(b) there is no extreme point A of M(p, v) distinct from q. and ql such that A is 
supported by G and 
P”“{Dh GDrll} = 1; (12) 
(c) there is io E A such that 
sq-v ‘70 - supp VI = {i01. (13) 
Remark 2. For ease of presentation we shall prove Theorem 3 by showing that 
(a) * (b) =+ (c) =$ (a), This line of argument, however, obscures the motivation for 
(c). Indeed, ( ) c can be shown directly from (a): if supp Q-supp ~1 = (i,, iz}, put 
Gi = (SUPP ~1) u {ii}, let 
and let pj( - ) = P’“{X(?“) E * ). Straightforward calculations then confirm that 
4(P1 +Pz) =&+rln). 
Proof of Theorem 3. (a) + (bj. Suppose A satisfies (12). Let c+ = $(qo+ q,) and 
choose t E (0,;) such that I = (1 - t)-‘(a - fA ) is nonnegative. Then T E A$( v) by 
Troposition 1 and if (I 2 7, VJO and ql cannot be adjacent. Rut q0 2 A 3 q 1 by (11) and 
(12), so for fE Y 
(~,f)=(1-t)-‘[(~,f)-t(h,f)]~(1-t)-1[(0;f)-t(~~rf)] 
= (1 - ~mb?o, f) + ct- w?l, f)] 6 h, f, d b, fh 
(b) * (c). If supp qo c supp 771, then ql = qo; hence sapp no-supp ql # 8. 
Suppose there exist distinct io, il in the difference. Then put C = (supp q,) u(i,) and 
A ( - ) = P”‘“(X(Dc) E * ). Since Pw{Dc s DC) = 1 and DC is a terminal time, A (a) = 
P’(X(Dc) E n}; here we have also invoked the strong Markov property. But A has 
now been shown to be an extreme point of M(p, v) satisfying thG conditions of (b). 
(c) *(a). Let 
Ko={~iW(p, v): suppcrc- G) 
and 
K1= {a E M(& v): supp u c supp TJ1); 
it is immediate that both sets are faces of M(p, v). L’et F be an extreme point of K0 
(which is then also an extreme point of M(,x, v)) adjaceni. to ~3~. If p(iO) = 0, then 
p E K1. Suppose that p(k) > 0. Then (supp p) u (supp ql) = G and since p and ql are 
adjacent, of the two possibilities allowed by Lemma 1, Ylamely 
P(*)=P’{X(DG)E .} and ~~(*)=P“{X(DG)E *I, 
only the former is consistent with (1 l), from which we conclude that p e= qo. 
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Not aPi edges of M(p, V) lying in Ka and having 71 as one endpoint can lie in K1. 
Geomet.rically this is obvious since K1 # Ko; mathematically it is true because the 
lattice of faces of a convex polytope i? R” is relatively complemented [ 11, Theorem 
2.14.5, p. 751. Consequently, some edge af Ko-which is also an edge of M(fi, v)- 
has vl as one endpoint and the other endpoint not in #I. This other endpoint is q. by 
the reasoning above and therefore qo, q1 are adjacent. 
We should note that (c) =+ (a) can be proved without recourse to outside references 
concerning convexity, but that argument is neither as enlightening nok as nicely 
related to the convexity structure of M(p, V) as the argument given here. 
3. Reversed processes 
In Section 2 we analyzed the structure of the set M(b., v), which consists of 
measures wept out by the Markov chain X as it flows from the support of p through 
the state space to the support of V. Given that perspective, it is logical to inquire 
whether there exists a naturally defined reversed chain 2 that flows from supp v to 
supp cc, and for which CL is a balayage of Y. Those familiar with reversed processes will 
immediately respond in the affirmative; we show how to %:onstruct the transition 
matrix of 2 and establish that the prolcess o constructed really is ‘X run backwards’. 
As the inverse balayage problem is formulated in [4] and Section 1, the roles of 
supp p and supp v are asymmetric in that the chain X may move about within 
supp p, and can even leave and subsequently re-enter supp p, but is absorbed 
immediately upon entering supp V. ‘Without affecting our earlier results we can 
modify thfe state space E to remove this asymmetry and allow consideration of 
reversed processes. After this modification, the chain leaves supp h at time 0, never 
to return. 
Specifically, let $ 2 = supp v (denoted in Sections 1 and 2 by &) and let & be a set 
disjo:int from E that is in one-to-ok correspondence with B1 = supp p. Given 
i E supp CL, let i denote the corresponding element of 6,. Replace the original state 
space: by 
and extend the original transition matrix P by putting 
P(r: i) = 1 
for al.1 i E Bt. Define 
@V) = cc(i); V 04) 
then with fi as initial distribution, the Markov chain X immediately enters A at time 
1, with g as the entry distribution, koves about in A without being able to re-enter 
gl, and is eventually absorbed in 62. The reversed ch,ain _$ will begin in &, enter A 
in one step, move about ini A, and be absorbed in fiT,. 
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The exit and entrance b,ehaviors of X are still different in that X can arrive at j E & 
from a variety of i E A but can enter A at i E BI only from i E 5,. The reason is that 
the original transition matrix determines the exit behavior,, but leaves entrance 
behavior to Br undefined. Our introducing fir gives the simplest entrance behavior 
consistent with the requirements for reversal. There is no effect on the behavior of X 
within A, and we hereafter replace p by the measure $ defined by (14), but will 
suppress the caret. Such relations as 
PW{X= =j}= C pU(i)P(i, j) = y(j) 
iEA 
are equally valid for p and $, and are retained. 
As intimated above, the construction below is not new, but is included here for the 
sake of completeness. The reader is referred to [1,6] for basic results and to [lo] for a 
more recent discussion and bibliography. 
The reversed Markov chain X is defined to have transition matrix fi given by 
P(i, j) = 
pU(j>P(j, i)/v(i) , if iE& jEA, 
,uL./l( j)P(‘, i)/‘pU(i), if i E A, 
if i E 61, 
where U is the potential matrix of X, I denotes the identity matrix, and O/O = 0. One 
easily verifies that p is Markov and that no state! in & can be reached from any state 
in E. With initial distrib:rtion Y, the reversed chain X moves as previously described: 
in one step from 6.2 to A and from A to eventual :absorption in ir, without 
re-entering &. Thus &fir) plays the same role for X that: fi,(&) does for X. Note 
also that for i E A and j E iI, @(i, j) > 0 only if i E BI and j = f, and that 
B(i, t) = p(i)/pU(i). 
The principal property of the construction above is that X is X reversed in time 
from T,. 
Theorem 4. The B”-distribution of (2”) is the same as the P”-distribution of 
(NT, -n)), where X(k) =X(O) if k < 0. In particular, 
B”{R(&) = ;} = p(i) (16) 
for each i E B1 ; moreover, 
I?‘[?J=EC”[T,]. (13 
For any C c A, 
_@“{2(?~, E a} = P”{X&) E + 
where Lc = sup{k:X(k) E C} is the fast exit rime ofX from C (here sup 0 = 0). 
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Proof. It is evident that (16), (17) and (18) follow from the first assertion. To 
establish that assertion the following computation suffices: 
P{&(m) = i,, 0 S m G n, k(n + 1) = in} 
= P&(X(O) = in, X(m) = in+l-m, m = 1, . . . , n + 1) 
= P&(X( TV -(n + 1)) = I”,, X(T, - I) = il, 0 < 1 s n}. 
In l,his computation ioE &; il, . . . , i, belong to A; and ?, E rf,. 
Remark 3. (a) It follows from Theorem 4 that reversing the reversed process X by 
interchanging the roles of fi and v and those of 61 and & yields back the original 
process X. 
(b) If-we define &?(v, p) ta be the set of measures upported by A that are swept 
out by %! du.ring its journey from supp v to supp p, then we 
Theorem 2-but with the latter applied to X-to conclude 
~ extreme point if and only if 
can-combine (18) and 
that h E a< V, CL) is an 
h(*)=P’“{X(L& l }, 
where Lh is the last exit time of X from supp A. 
(c) An interesting problem is t\, characterize elements of M(p, V) n &(Y, p), 
namely, measures wept out by both X and X. We have not obtained a charac- 
terization. For one-dimensional birth and death processes the extreme points of 
these two sets are in one-to-one correspondence if p is maximal; cf. Example 4. But 
in general such a correspondence is not obtained, as thre next example shows. 
Example 2. Let X be a homogeneous, symmetric random walk in R* with A the 
points in [ - 5,5] x [ - 5,5] with integer coordinates. For b = E(~,~) and v the P-first 
entry distribution of A’, we have M(&, V) = {CL}. But PC”{& > 0) >O for many 
subsets C of A, so d(v, p) contains more than one ex.treme point. 
4. Examples and complememts 
In this section we present some examples that illustrate the theory developed in 
Sections 2 and 3. We also discuss some aspects of the problem of when the stopping 
time S of Theorem 1 is a natural stopping time of X. 
le 3. This is the process of Exrlmple 1 in [4, Section 41. Here A = {1,2,3}, 
Bz = {a, b} and the transition matrix is 
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0 
P=O [ 
; $ 0 0 
0 0 0 : $ 
0 0 
; 1 0 0 0 0 1 :. ~ 0 1
For Y = i(iZo + cb), M(v) contains all probability measures on A and ~1 E M(V) is 
maximal if and only if min{p(2), p(3)} = 0. Let p be maximal with ~(2) = 0. It is 
immediate that CC 2 q E M(V) if and only if 
7 ==((I-f)~~(l), ~(l)i2,l~(3)+fc~(~2) 
for some t E [0, 13, so that M(p, Y) has extreme points ,u and the minimal measure of 
Proposition 3, namely 
or = (0, Al)/29 g(3)-tlu(W2). 11% 
Continue to assume that ~(2) = 0. Let t be the absorption matrix defined by 
&i, ,^) =; ?{ri( ?&) = f) (20) 
for i,jcA, whe:;e k-is the reversed chain. obtained using (15). By following the 
computational scheme of [2, Section 6.11, one can show that 
fi = [diag( 1 /p U)] UT[diag(p )], (21) 
where diag(a,) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a(i), and UT is the 
transpose of U. 
For the case at hand, (21) gives 
[ 
? 0 0 
& ; 0 0 
EL(l) 2c~(3) ’ 
cL(1)+2p(3) 0 ~1)+2Z5 1 
from which we conclude that a problability measure n on A belongs to ~(zJ, or. 1if and 
only if 
77(1)+77(2)=c1,(1)/2. 
The extreme points of A?( V, JA) are p& as given by (19) and 
A, = (~(1)/2,0, ~(3)+~1)/2), 
which is maximal in M(V) but not an element of iM(cL, Y). Therefore, 
W/% v) f7 &Y, CL) = {P&J. 
In [4, Section 2], some of the special properties of on.e-dimensional birth and ~Ieath 
processes in regard to the inverse balayage problem were exllored. The next 
example illustrates further properties when the state space is small. 
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Example 4. Let X be a one-dimensional random walk with j7 - q = 4, A = (1,2,3,4} 
and Bz = {0,5}. For cc = ttz2 + (I- t)~~, the corresponding exit distribution is 
2+t 3-t 
y=-go+- 
5 5 
ES 
and by the Corollary to [4, Theorem 21, ~1 is the unique maximal measure in M(v). 
Therefore, M(p, V) = M(v). In the notation of [4, Section 21, the extreme points of 
WP, y) are 
l-It 2-t t 2-t 
771.4 =---&l+.- 3 3 
&4, 771.3 = ,a+ - E3, 
2 t12.4 1+t ‘-’ 
=-&z+- 
2 2 E4, .e 
and q2.3 = &. 
By Theorem 3, the pairs of adjacent extreme points of .M(p, V) are ~2,3 3 r/2,4; 
q2.3 a 7h.3; v2.4 a r11.4 and vl ,3 2 771.4. In fact, the two ‘diagonals’ that join ~2.3 to 771,4 
and ~13 to ~2.4, respectively, intersect, so that M(p, V) is a planar set in R4. 
The absorption matrix fi defined by (20) is in this case given by (21) as 
3t 
- for i= 1,2, 
fi(i, i) = 1 -E(i, 3) = 
1 
2+t 
2 fori=3,4. 
It follows that the extreme points of G(v, p) are 
2+t 3-t 
&.4=- 
2+t 
5 
El +- 
5 
954, $,3=- 
5 
E1+3-t - E3, 
5 
2+t 3-t 
62.4 = - 
2-i-t 3-t 
5 
&2-C- 
5 
~4 and $2.3 =- 
5 
Ez+-&j;. 
5 
It can further be shown that a(~, p), like M(JA, v), is planar. 
In general, given the extreme points of two convex sets, it is difficult to find the 
extreme points of their intersection. For this particular case, the problem. is simple 
enough that after’only moderately lengthy calculations one can show that the 
extreme points of IM(p, Y) n a( V, &)-assuming that I E= &are 
E4 
and 
b-2 4-3t 3-t AZ=-.- 
5 
El+-_ 
5 
E2+- 
5 
E3. 
Even for this special case, we have no useful characterization 
M(P., 29 n A&, II). 
of elements of 
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Finally,, observe that extreme pcints of M(p, V) and those of fi (ZJ, IL) are in 
one-to-one correspondence by th,eir supports. If F were not maximal in M(v), this 
would not be so: &(v, p) would then have more extreme points than M(p, Y). See 
also Example 2. 
We consider, finally, the problem of natural stopping times in the context of 
Theorem 1. The stopping times asserted therein to exist are in genera.; randomized, 
i.e., depend not only on X but also on a random variable independent of X In some 
cases, however, randomization is unnecessary; for example, extreme points of 
M(JLL, V) are obtained through first entry times, which are natural stopp ng times. The 
question we seek to answer, then, is: With k E M(v) fixed, for which 1) E M(N, V) 
does there exist a natural stopping time S,, of X, not involving external randomiza- 
tion, such that 
7J( - ) = P”(X(S~J E . )? (22) 
The answer is fundamentallyjr different for discrete and continuous time processes. 
In discrete time our answer is incomplete, but there is always (excep?; if M(b, V) =5 
{cc}) a continuum of q E M(p, V) for which no natura.1 S,, exists satisfying (22). In 
continuous time the situation is like that for Brownian motion [3,7]’ there always 
exists a natural S,. These assertions are established as Theorems 5 and 6, respectively, 
but first, by way of motivation, we consider the question inlrelation to the two 
examples above. 
Example 5. For the process of Example 3 only p and p,, as given by (19) admit 
natural stopping times satisfying (22). This is because given q E M(p, V) the mass 
q(l) can be obtained only by stopping X at II = 0 if X0 = 1, while stopping is clearly 
required when X(n) E {2,3}. Stopping at n = 0 on (X0 = 1)’ gives q= y, while 
stopping at n = 1 on {X0 = 1) gives q = per. 
Example 6. Let X be the process of Example 4, with p = t&z + (I - t)~g. Suppose 
r) E M(p, Y) admits a natural S,, satisfying (22). Then S,, must stop the: random walk 
X whenever it enters (1,4}; otherwise X--and mass of q-could escape to the 
boundary. Given this, X,, = 2 or 3 is possible only if X has oscillated between 2 and 3, 
so that {n, X,} contains the entire history of X. Combined with :lecessary cal- 
culations, this observation shows that there exists a natural S,l satisfying (22) if and 
only if there are n, n’ E lV u {CO) such that q = th, + (1 - t)p,p, where 
A, = 
3(1- 2-“)&1+ 2-%2 + 5(1- 2_“)&& if n is even, 
[~(1-2~“‘1)+2~“]~~+2~“~~+~[l-2~“c’]~~, if rr isodd, 
and where the p,, are defined by interchanging the roles of E 1 and c4 and also those: of 
~2 and ~3. The stopping time S, yielding TJ = A,, c (1 - t)p,p is given by !& = n if 
and X, E {2,3), S,, = n’ if XO = 3 and X,,#E (2,31, and otherwise S,, = DbA). 
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We conclude with the previously mentioned results, 
Theorem 5. Let A I= { j E A : P( j, Bz) > 0). 
((a) If g (A 1) = 1, then M(p, V) = {JL} and hence every q E M(p, Y) admits a natural 
stopping time & satisfying (22). 
(b) If @(Al) < 1 there exists a continuum of 72 E M(p, v) that admit no natural 
stopping time Sq satisfying (22). 
Proof. (a) If &(A*) = 1, then M(p, v) = {p} by Proposition 3 and antisymmetry of 
3. 
(b) Let AZ = supp p -AI, which is nonempty by hypothesis. Therefore, 
Transience of X implies that the ineqtiality (23) must be strict. Hence there exists a 
continuum of t E (0,l) such that 
F“K~$&J<f~(&). 
Fix such a t and I& q = tM + (1 - t)h, where A ( n ) = P”{X(D& e * ). Suppose that 
there exists a natural stopping time S,, satisfying (22). If k E AZ, then since A (AI) = 1 
we must have 
q(k) = tank)=+. (24) 
Because S, is natural, P’{S, = 0) is either 1 or 0; the former is incompatible with (24) 
and therefore Pk{S,, > 0) = 1. For j E (supp p) n AI, ProposAion 3 implies that 
Pi{& = 0) = 1. Consequently, 
P”ITA,<DAI)<f~(A2)=rl(A2)=pcr{X(S,,)~A2) 
= P”{X(S,J E A2, S,, > 0) 
c~~L(~A,c~A1~, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, no natural S,, exists. 
One can further ask whether there exists an q such that (supp fit) n (supp $1) = 0 
and for which there is no natural S,,. Even when Theorem 5(b) holds, this might not 
be the case. Let X be the Markov chain with A = { 1,2,3,4}, B2 = {a}, and transition 
matrix .P given by 
0 3 ; 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
P= 
i 1 COOlO, 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
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and let CC = ($, 3, 0, 0,O). Then ever;l q = (“-1, G, t, 1 -t, 0) admits a nalural S,,, which 
may be constructed as follows. It is easily shown that 
P’“{Tj3, = 2k - 1) = P”{Tf3) = 2k) = 2++‘) 
for each k 3 l,,so choose a subsequence (k’) such that 
t = $ P”(TI,,, = k’} 
and define S,, by S,, =kifXk=3andk=k’forsomek’orifXk=4 
If p is a point mass, then even the restriction (supp CL) n (supp v) =,0 fails to 
eliminate the need for randomized stopping times. 
Proposition 6. Assume that p = ei for some i :Z A 1, that P(i, i) = 0 and that 
{k:P(i, k)>Or-A, #8. 
Then there exists q E M(p, V) such that iE supp 7;) and such that there is no natural 
stopping time S, sati.cfying (32). 
Proof. To prove Proposition 6, take A2 = {k: P(i, k) > 0}, let A be as in Theorem 5, 
let CT be the P”-distribution of X1 and take 77 = tcr + (1 - t)A with t chosen to satisfy 
P’{l+T&c 6!cTA11KIEA2-A1}<t<l, 
and then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5(b). WC omit further details. 
For continuous time processes the situation is like that for Brownien motion. Let 
( YI) be a continuous time Markov process with st.ate space E and let P/l(v), &W(p, V) 
be defined using the embedded Markov chain (X,). 
Theorem 6. For every q E M(p, Y) there exists a natural stopping time S,, such that 
q(e) = P”(Y(S,)E .}. (25) 
Proof. Let CL, A l, . . . , A,,, be the extreme points of M(p, V) and fix a representation 
q = tp + f tiAi 
j=l 
(26) 
of q as a convex combination of the extreme points. For simplicity, let Di = DX,, T, = 
TAi. Also, for each k let_& = {i: k E supp hi}. 
Begin with (26j and proceed as follows: for each k, 
q(k)=tp(k)+ $ tiAi(k) 
i=l 
=tF(k)+ f tiP”{Y 
i=l 
‘(Di) = k I 
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z@(k)+ i tjCF(I’)P’{Y(Dj)=k} 
j=l i 
-t/~(k)+ g tj[Zp(i)P’{Y(Dj)=k, Dj=O}+~~(i)Pi{Y(Dj)=k, D~,o)] 
j-l i i 
=tP(k)+ C tjF(k)+ g tj Cp(i)Pi{Y(Di)= k, Dj>O} 
iezk j=l i 
=p(k)(t+ C tj)+ f tj C /~(i)P’{Y(q)=k}, 
idk j=l i~suppA~ 
(27) 
where the last equality is valid because i E supp hi implies that P’{Dj = 0} = 1 and 
in SUPP hj implies that Pi{ Tj = Dj > 0) = 1. 
We will now construct the stopping time S,,. Let i E supp g be fixed. Then with 
respect to the probability Pi the sojourn time V = inf{t: Yl f Yo} is exponentially 
distributed and independent of the post-V future of (Y,); cf. [a, Theorem 8.X3]. Let 
Ai19 *. * f Ai,. be those Ai not in 4 (i.e., those Ai for which issupp Ai) and choose 
nonnegative 0 = sj,O < ql < - - l < sj,ni such that 
Pi{ VE [Sj,,- 1, S&l)}= tjp 1 = 1, * * 0 9 nip 
which leaves 
Pi{V3Si,,i}=f+ % ffi 
jEZi 
Now let S,., be defined as follows: on (Y. = i}, 
s, = 
I 
TP if V E [S&*-l, Si,i); 1 = 1, . . . , f$i, 
Si,?ljr if V 3 simni. 
It is apparent hat S,, is a natural stopping time of ( YI). 
For each k, 
I’“{ Y&J = k) = C p(i)Pi{ Y(S,) = k) 
=~W(‘)[P’IY(S,)=k, VaSi ,}+Pi{Y(Sn)=k, V<si,,}] 
=C~(i)l(j,k)P’{V~si,n,}+Cc(‘(i)P’{Y(S~)=k, V<S;,~,} 
i i 
=CL(')'k{V-ZSL,nk}+Z:JLC(i) 2 P’(Y(jr;,)=k, VE[Si,[-1,Si,l)} 
i I’=1 
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=d+& $+L(i) c ~j~jW. (28) 
i j: ilSUppAi 
Here the fifth equality holds because of the previously noted independence OF V and 
the post-V behavior of (Y,). 
Comparison of (27) and (28) serves to complete the proof. 
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